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... because your club’s reputation does not end outside 

the golf caddie locker room! 

And golf caddie locker rental can be extremely lucrative 

for you – if you opt for the right one! The advantages 

of furnishing your facility with golf caddie lockers are 

obvious:

- Easy cleaning of the golf caddie locker room

- Golf caddie locker room as a profit center 

-  Anti-theft protection and safe storage of  

the golf caddies

With the Caddixx range C+P offers practical and smart 

solutions with functional details. Whether warp resistant 

doors, height leveling, completely galvanized finishing 

or interior fittings are concerned: Caddixx is your best 

choice for added quality, durability and convenience! 

This brochure provides you with an initial overview. Also 

of all the other services we can provide to you.

Unr iva led. . .

Optimum use of space
Set up on the floor or as a top cabinet, Caddixx makes it 
possible to use the available premises optimally. 

Just ask us. We have the right solution for you!
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Family golf caddie locker 
For storing up to two pull golf caddies. 

For set up on the floor or as a top  
cabinet. With doors hinged right  

or left depending on setup.

Individual golf caddie locker
For storing one pull golf caddie.  
For set up on the floor or as a top  
cabinet. With doors hinged right  
or left depending on setup.

Electric golf caddie locker 
For storing one electric golf caddie. 
With height adjustable charger  
shelf and opening for the supply line. 
When the electric golf caddie is  
adjusted, only the battery and  
charger have to be connected to be 
prepared for the next tee off.  
With doors hinged right or left  
depending on setup.
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Room orientation  
with pictograms

Because orientation is more 
than just a detail

Shoe holder

Expands the use of the locker 
and keeps the interior tidy

Door reinforcement

Warp resistant and absolutely stur-
dy thanks to welded profiles

Self-adhesive numbers

Wherever more  
conspicuous locker  
numbering is required

Storage box in the door

Easy to hook into place. Finally a 
separate box for accessories!

Cylinder lock

with 2 keys, lockable with main 
key as standard fitting

Height adjustable charger shelf

Provides for optimum locker usage and easier access of the charger. 
A good example of the adaptability of the Caddixx range.

The d i f ference l ies  in  the detai ls!

Body and door colors:  
Along with the classic body colors 
of white aluminum and black gray, 
many further options are available 
with Caddixx.
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Tel. +49 (0) 64 65 / 919-340 · Fax +49 (0) 64 65 / 919-349 

E-Mail sales@cp.de 

Internet www.cp.de

Incidentally:  

C+P is the specialist in tasteful and efficient furnishings and fittings 

made of steel. We have been specializing in the field for decades. 

So it is no wonder that our customers have enabled C+P to 

become the market leader in numerous product segments.

You can obtain more information about the Prefino range and  

the address of a specialist dealer near you by calling

+ 49 (0) 64 65/919-340

or sending an email to sales@cp.de

C+P is a pioneer in the cause of sustainability and quality!

Our quality, environmental and energy management is certified by 

DMSZ (Deutsche Managementsystem Zertifizierungsgesellschaft)  

according to ISO 9001, 14001, and 50001. 


